A journey through time and space
an essay by Barbara Dougan

on the exhibition HERE 25 June – 15 August 2021
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Arriving at the door of The Art Station we – appropriately - start a journey. We
step into a departure lounge; surprising but totally convincing due to central
seating and an All Departure Gates sign and arrow from Heathrow Terminal
One that takes up the entire left-hand wall. SE Barnet’s Welcome takes us
back to the design modernism of the optimistic 1960s, when international
travel was an expanding horizon of freedom. Our route is through a
nondescript door in the far corner and up a flight of stairs, such similar and
familiar steps and holding areas between airport lounge, gate and plane. The
unexpected retro fittings, the arriving and departing set up an uneasy
questioning that pervades the exhibition HERE.

SE Barnet’s Welcome installation in the foyer

Once on the first floor, we start on clearer ground, with Clare Palmier’s quiet,
contemplative work You, Me, Us, The Balloonists. Hands, drawn directly on
the walls of the corridor, welcome and beckon us on, to explore the diversity
of works installed in the 1954 telephone exchange building.
And so begins a journey across 5,500 square feet of the previously disused
industrial building, through shifting time, different scales and states of spaces,
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strata of occupation and accumulating developments in communication
technology. The exhibition is experienced as an exploration of building and
artworks, employing all the senses. For the exhibition encompasses painting,
sculpture in a wide range of materials, sound works, installation, video, film,
architecture, poetry - and an associated dance performance.
The exhibition celebrates new and recent work by emerging and established
contemporary artists with a strong connection to Suffolk and East Anglia.
HERE claims the building for contemporary art, whilst establishing it in the
context of the region and its numerous artists. It is also about pushing
practice, and enabling artists to stretch and grow. Few of the works in the
show are overtly about the pandemic but HERE was postponed a year and
many of the artists have extended and changed the work they were planning
over that timescale.
This iconic 1950s industrial building of glass and concrete was designed by
Thomas Winterburn, one of a team of ten architects who designed post office
buildings as part of the post war ‘Festival of Britain’ movement of design and
architecture. The building feels much as it was left when the post office
moved out. Signs of everyday use, of working wear and tear are everywhere.
There are contrasting spaces – large light filled rooms, walls of glass,
utilitarian corridors, useful cupboards, sad cloakrooms, glorious stairs – with
evidence of expanding post war interior design and production.
There are economic reasons for the light touch renovation of the building, but
it resists our contemporary obsession with makeovers, and regeneration
through ‘sexy’ building projects. And by so doing enables an exciting creative
layering of artworks on the architecture and history of the post office. The Art
Station curators and the artists are bringing this building alive again. There is
little change to its fabric, the art sits lightly atop its quiet spaces, the
atmosphere and play of light.
It is a fascinating contrast to Hauser and Wirth – another example of a visual
arts venue in a rural area – and its gallery and destination bar and grill in
immaculately modernised farm buildings in Bruton, Somerset. The Art Station
seems altogether more embedded, its foundation in the local arts ecology.
The curators speak of planting the building and its new purpose firmly in its
environment, in its context in the East of England.
There is something of the uncanny, a disturbing and unsettling feeling, to see
contemporary art occupying a building that still holds on to its previous use.
Do buildings absorb the lives spent in them? Hold on to the accumulating
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rhythms and sounds, along with the dents, marks, replaced cabling and
plaster inherent to a much-used work place?
Abigail Lane trades in the uncanny. She describes her work as playful, and
her macabre videos, photographs, digital media, and sculptural installations
are dark explorations of the psyche, inspired by a late 19th-century Gothic
aesthetic.iWhile individual works have a powerful emotional impact, their
placing here adds further suspense. Her work is installed in several utilitarian
spaces – the stairs, a room with a locked door, a cupboard, cloakroom - left in
a halfway house between their past and future purposes. These interventions
are disquieting. The framed works are relatively straightforward; the other
objects; marks, lights, wires maybe, are less so. For it isn’t clear where her
work ends and the workaday fragments of the building start. Who left that tap
dripping?

Abigail Lane The Crux (left) and Scenic Route (right)

We go from space to space, not knowing what to expect, testing doors.
Jane Watt makes effective use of a metal sink, left in the corner of a small
room, for her film installation Wash my Hands. More water, hands
continuously obsessively washing. Of course this is a potent symbol of the
pandemic but has longer cultural provenance.
With some relief, we can sit down to watch films, to take a break. William
Card’s series of small films seem humdrum. They lull us into ennui, until we
are jerked into attention. Now the apparently incidental fixtures are moving,
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cables are curling, the pipes humping. How can that be? What is happening
now?

William Card’s installation of Recent Work (Uncanny VFX) 2015-20

These animations are filmed in the bland neglected corners of this building, or
a similar one. The backdrop looks credible, the objects look real, but they are
doing un-credible things. Inanimate objects bending and occupying space that
–surely – they can’t. It is filmic slight of hand, skilled animation.
It is skilled animation, but our understanding of what is happening is stretched
further when we step into the next space and see these objects, real, sitting
on plinths. We are being played with, it is fun, and Card is interested in why
we find the uncanny so appealing.
Nearby are hanging blackened heads - well beets - severed somethings.
Hanging in confrontation, retribution? I would have liked these works by Kabir
Hussain to be seen in a clear space, as they lose some of their impact and
beauty against windows, radiator and other artists’ work.
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Kabir Hussain The Beating Heart
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And what about the films by William Cobbing, where the artist is wearing a
series of clay ‘heads’? Clay is predominantly a fixed medium, fired to make
utilitarian objects or artworks. But its plasticity makes it perfect for
performance, as explored elsewhere by the Gutaiii group in 1950s Japan - in
particular the artist Shiraga Kazuo - and in visceral work by Olivier de
Sagazan such as Transfigurationiii which was first created in 1998.

William Cobbing Will.ego.sum

For a second Cobbing’s performances are amusing, but they are deeply
disturbing. Almost matter-of-fact, with a front on fixed camera, they give the
illusion that this is perfectly normal. But so worrying. How can he breathe?
The hand judges the depth of cut, avoiding the nose, phew. But where is all
that coloured pigment held? How it pours, out of what orifices? When the fired
clay ‘head’ is smashed there is no head inside, just more clay. Where is the
head?
Dominating the larger project space, is the Monstera Deliciosa (no nothing to
do with a Swiss cheese plant but it does appear to have grown organically,
energetically). Emma Withers’ large sculpture works through her complex
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feelings about and relationship with her disabled son – the delicious monster.
At first sight it is hard to understand how this figure, he, could get into the
room, and he is clearly uncomfortable, pressed against the wall, reaching
almost the ceiling, backing into the corner. It is an extraordinary and complex
work. Covered in burrs, the delicious monster is both tortured inside by the
dense prickles, and cannot be reached by others.

Emma Withers Monstera Deliciosa

One of four paintings by Graham Crowley hangs in the same space. The use
of a limited palette – Paynes Grey, Rose Madder or yellow – make the empty
landscapes strange, a washed out night-time vision.
Sculptor Lawrence Edwards’ installation fills a room, almost preventing the
visitor from entering, and you can sense his enjoyment in responding to the
space, free to weld, drill and dribble wax. The overwhelming and aggressive
profusion of metal rods make it an uncomfortable, claustrophobic experience.
Hanging, held by these rods, is a torso. For me the experience would have
been more powerful if the imprisonment illusory.
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Lawrence Edwards Psychic Place at 4am

There are a number of works in HERE that use sound; either sound works
(Stuart Bowditch), with sound as a major component (Clip Sound and Music)
or with a soundtrack (Maddie Exton). The leaching of sound from space to
space and between works is another element of layering across and onto the
building – sound playing over the potent silence of rooms left empty of people
when they were no longer needed. It animates the building but is also eerie.
How does this new strata of sound intersect with the accumulated sonic
depths of kettles boiling, meetings, telephone calls, typewriter [keyboard]
clatter, scraping chairs, footsteps in corridors and on stairs?
In it’s own small room pulsates and flickers Stars are or first true friends by
Clip Sound and Music. Frazer Merrick and Simon Keep love to experiment
and use fun and playful ideas to engage audiences in music making. This is
the first public use of cutting edge technology that they have developed along
the way, a microphone that detects light and can turn it into sound – mind
blowing.
Across the corridor, in the co-working space, one of the workstations is an
exhibit, easily missed. 1858 Dunwich-Zandvoort cable ft. GPT-2 by Emily
Godden documents her research into the installation of the cable under the
North Sea for the Electric and International Telegraph Company. Whilst
ostensibly about electronic environmental heritage, the piece draws attention
to the use and misuse of archives and artificial intelligence in the era of fake
news –the attempted hacking of the cable during installation mirrored by
hacking or restrictions on information.
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This work is all about communication, including the history of communications
technology, and a neat fit for the show in this building. The Electric and
International Telegraph Company, formed through a merger in 1854, was
nationalised by the British government in 1870 under the Telegraph Act along
with most other British telegraph companies. The Electric
Telegraph Company formed the largest component of the resulting state
monopoly run by the GPO. This later became the privatised monopoly BT,
which manages our telecommunications infrastructure. Les Bicknell’s
installation groups ten turntables topped with album covers from the 70s, so
several steps back in the history of how we play and experience music.
Though apparently MiniDiscs are enjoying a come back? The more serious
back story is his concern that the musicians selected, in common with himself,
could not afford today to go through the education that enabled their creative
careers. So much has changed in the last seventy years – there has not only
been a revolution in technology but a complete change in the political
landscape and the nature of the social contract.
There are satisfying conversations between works, for example Watt’s hand
washing and Lane’s sinks. And Bowditch’s recordings of sound made from
inside this building resonate with the soundtrack to 3 Church Walk, the house
built in 1962 in Aldeburgh and not far from Saxmundham (Emily Richardson).
Simon Limbrick’s soundtrack is composed from recordings of the objects,
surfaces and materials of the house played as if an instrument, much in the
same way Britten played car springs or tea-cups for compositions such
as The Burning Fiery Furnace and Noye’s Fludde.
iv

Emerging into the light of the first floor landing and stairwell, Ruth Philo’s two
Waiting Room paintings with their gentle geometry hang beautifully on the
lofty brick wall. These paintings explore our relationship with the spaces that
we inhabit and that we experience over time and are thereby a fitting staging
post to both the second floor landing and Emily Richardson’s three films.
This landing is a wonderful space, filled with sun and then torrential rain
during my visit, and offering an eyrie view over Saxmundham rooftops. It is a
space to stop and reflect, a perfect final destination. In the case of 3 Church
Walk, the imprint of the architects for whom it was their home saturates the
building. More so as ‘the house is populated by character pieces he (Jim)
insisted must remain in place, producing a powerful evocation of the
architects’ lives’.
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Inside it is hard, cool and quiet states the commentary to 3 Church Walk, but
the house feels alive with a crowded babble of opinion, aesthetic taste,
working life and history. As with this telephone exchange, the stories of each
of the houses are embedded in the surfaces, objects and materials found
within.

Emily Richardson 3 Church Walk

Saxmundham telephone exchange was built in an expansion of exchanges
across the country, at the same time as the Festival of Britain, during that
post-war optimistic buzz of new ideas for a new, better life. HERE takes us
back and forth between that time and the complexity and uncertainty of our
own.

Barbara Dougan, September 2021
©All rights reserved
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https://www.artspace.com/artist/abigaillane
https://www.ideelart.com/magazine/gutai
iii
https://olivierdesagazan.com/performancetransfiguration
iv
https://emilyrichardson.org.uk/films/id-3-church-walk.html
ii
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